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INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

Science: A Practical View provides the intermediate science student and

teacher an opportunity to review selected science concepts and processes

through activities which emphasize the applicability of scientific knowl-

edge in the professional world. The three activities in each of the

three components reinforce the student's skills in processes slich as clas-

sifying, interpreting data, and controlling variables. Each activity con-
.

tains an objective, key words, and a listing of materials needed to com-

plete the learning experience. Simple experiments that students can per-

form have been included when applicable. In addition, the teacher is pro-

vided with a step-by-step outline of suggestions on how to implement the

activity. An optional section entitled Home and Community provides pro-

jects for extending the skills and knowledge gained to those areas.

Since the components are independent and interchangeable, the teacher may

select those which best meet the needs of the students. They may be pre-

sented as they are structured or reordered in another manner. The content

also affords students with insight into his or her personal interests and

abilities as they relate to preparation for the future. It is hoped that

educators will find the materials helpful and motivational.
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Component
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Section One

Section Two

Section Three

OUR ECOLOGY



OVERVIEW

This component is designed to reinforce the students' understanding

of the principles of ecology. These principles are given in the context

of their relationship with aspects of Marine Science. Section One

presents three careers in the Marine Science Cluster. Section Two deals

with the problems caused by man to marine ecology by thoughtless

exploitation. The environmental factors that affect marine life are

outlined in Section Three.

GOALS

CLASSIFYING:

INTERPRETING DA1A:

CafTROLLING VARIABLES:

The student will understand the principles of
ecology by naming the actors which function as
controls on the size of populations.

The student should have a positive attitude
toward conservation of environmental resources
and toward the conservation of human resources.

The student will show understanding of ecological

principles as controlled by factors affecting
the environment and the population.

LEARNING SECTIONS
SECTION 1:

SECTION 2:

SECTION 3:

What Marine Science Workers DO

Environmental Problems in Marine Science

Ecological Factors in Marine Science



COMPONENT I

Section One
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Section One

What Marine Science Workers Do

Learning Objective

Using three narratives based on jobs
related to the principles of ecology as shown
in the Marine Science Cluster, the student
will associate each activity with a correspond-
ing career with a 70% accuracy.

Domains and Levels

CAST1300e Knowledge, Comprehension,
Analysis

Affective Receiving, Responding, Valuing

KeY Wo Ids
resources

compete

environment

supervise

algae a

rMaterials
copies of introduction

copies of three narratives

copies of revi'ew lesson

10
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IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES
Time: I Class

STEP J - A short introduction, "Man and the Ocean," and three
short narratives present the student with career opportun-
ities in Marine Science. The careers presented are:

Tool pusher for Offshore Drilling Rig (930.130)
Fish Culturist (Fish Hatchery Supervisor) (041.168)
Fish Hatchery Worker (436.181)

These describe various types of Marine Science careers and
give a summary of working conditions cOnnected with three
specific careers. The narratives also indicate that these
wo4kers use science in their jobs.

STEP II - The narratives may be read aloud by the teacher or by a

student to the ,group. If the teacher prefers, the narra-
tives may be read individually by the student.

STEP III - The teacher may ask various students to comment on the nar-

ratives and encourage the students to ask about anything
they don't understand.

STEP IV - Further discussion might be elicited by asking the students

which worker used science concepts. A worksheet is provided.

STEP V - After completing the lesson, thettudent should do the eval-

uation, a short activity to2determine comprehension of mate-
rials studied. The teacher may check this inventory, or
the student may, using the key provided.

STEP VI - The Home and Community section is optional. It may be

assigned if there is sufficient time.

8 11



STUDENT ACTIVITY MATERIAL 111°111

5

Introduction

Homo Sapiens, which means man, is an "endangered species." The

faqt growing population of the planet Earth is exhausting its land,

minerals, and food supply. New resources must be found if human kinds is

to survive. One source of these new resources is the ocean. Nearly

3/4 of Earth is covered with water. Science and industry are working

to develop this new frontier. Persons working in the Marine Science

field are finding out about life as it exists in a water environment.

12
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All living things have the same basic needs: food, water, oxygen,

sunlight and an optimum temperature. Living things compete in their

environment for these needs. The factors which limit these needs are

overpopulation, pollutioR, and disease. They determine the number of

species that can 'lye in a particular environment.

Marine Science is the name of a group of jobs related to the dis-

covery, cultivation and harvesting of food and minerals from fresh and

ocean waters. Fishing and fish farming, from fresh or salt water, will

provide jobs in'the future. Mining minerals and chemicals frOm the ocean

floor will.Provide new sources of energy. Growing sea plants, such as

algae or kelp, now,provides food for more and more of.the population.

future, people called "aquanauts" may live in self-contained

communities located on the ocean floor.

10 13
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José Ruiz

José Ruiz,is a tool'pusher for Pacific Oil company. He works on

an offshore rig located in the Gulf of Mexico. José Supervises the

I *3
teo.

work of the drilling crews on the rig. He orders the drilling tools

that the crews might need. One of his duties is to direct the crews

in mixing the drilling mud and the 'cirCulating mud used in,the bore-

hole. The drilling mud is a,special mixture of.clay, water, and chem-

icd1s. This mud causes rock cuttings to come to the surface. It also

lubricates and cools the drill bit. A special drilling mud must be

used to prevent a blow out when the well is ready to produce. He

knows blow-outs waste valuable oil. When the well is ready to come

in, he orders the installation of the special valve to

control the well flow.

Today was a busy day for José. The well the crew was

drilling came in. He first directed the driller to pull

the drill pipe and bit from the lower pumping

casing. They cemented this into place. Next José

supervised fastening of the tubing and casing

to a special system of valves called the

"Christmas Tree." Pressure in the well

forced the crude oil and gas to the surface, It

through the Christmas tree, into gas

traps and oil storage tanks. Sometimes

the pressure is not enough and pumps are

needed to bring up the oil.

7
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José is proud to work for Pacific Oil Company. His crew takes care not

tO disturb the environment around the drilling platform. They use special

.pipes and caSings to prevent the drilling mud and oil from sPilling into the

ocean. The diesel motor which oper-

ates the machinery is housed in a

special shed to prevent the diesel

fuel from polluting the water.

The drilling platform itself pr

vides a complete environment for a

community of sea life. Algae grow on

the legs of the platform providing a

basis for the web of life beneath the

rig. The sea animals eat the algae

and find protection in'the flowing green mass. Jelly fish, floating nearby,

trap these ffsh in their tentacles. José thinks, "It is a never ending chain

of life."

12
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Juana Mhrtin

Juana Martin is a fish hatchery superintendent. She supervises a

large government fish hatchery and farm in Washington. Her fish farm

supplies salmon for slicking lakes and streams in the Pacific Northwest.

She studies water conditions where the fish breed naturally and

duplicates tfiese conditions on the Ash farm. It is important that the

temperature, oxygen and light for the hatching and rearing ponds to bethe

same as where the fish live naturally. She is respOnsible for collect-

ing the spawn (fish eggs) and caring for the fry (young fish). She

supervises the feeding and sorting of the fish according to size. She

arranges for transportation of the young fish when they are ready to be

released in the streams and lakes.

9

One important duty is to maintain

the right oxygen content in the tanks and

ponds where the young fry live. Fish must

have oxygen to live. They take

dissolved oxygen from the water

with their gills. If there is too

little oxygen, the fish will die.

Today Juana is checking the

oxygen content of her salmon ponds.

She carries two collecting beakers

and chemicals, manganese sulfate

and sodium hydroxide. First, she

16
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fills her large beaker with 100 ma. of water from the pond. Then she mixes

2 ml. manganese sulfate and sodium hydroxide. She adds the mixture of man-

ganese sulfate and sodium hydroxide to the 100 ma, of pond water. Next,

she puts a solid rubber stopper in the beaker and shakes it firmly. A

powdery material called a precipitate settles to the bottom'of the bLaker.

She studies the precipitate to determine the oxygen content. A white pre-

cipitate means no oxygen. A light yellow precipitate means poor oxygen.

A medium yellow precipitate means medium oxygen. A brown precipitate

means good, rich oxygen. Fish can live in water with a medium or rich .

oxygen content. Juana sees the precipitate in the beaker is brown. What

does this tell her about the oxygen content of the pond water?

Now she must get ready for the trucks that will come tamorrow'to

take the salmon fingerlings. They will be taken to tributaries of the

Columbia River to be released. These small fish will eventually find

their way to the Pacific Ocean. There they will spend their adult life,

returning in'3 years to the place where they were released. There the

adults will spawn, and the cycle of life will begin anew.

14
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Mhria Carter likes her job as a fish hatchery worker. She works

in a state fish hatchery near Tishimingo, Oklahoma. The hatchery raises

bass, trout and catfish. These fish are released in the various streams

in Oklahoma to increase the supply of game fish in the state.

Today, Mhria spent part of her day in the incubating rooms. First

she stripped eggs from the female fish. She carefully arranged the

eggs, or spawn, on moist trays. She removed the diseased eggs and

treated them with special chemicals. She discarded any eggs not able

to be fertilized. Next she completely covered the spawn with milt,

the reproductive glands and semen stripped from the male fish. This

11
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fertilized the eggs. She watched the eggs carefully. When they

swelled and hardened they were fertilized. She then washed the remain-

ing milt from the fertilized eggs and removed them to hatching boxes

where oxygen rich water flowed constantly. There the eggs will remain

until the young fry hatch. She also checked the temperature of the

water to be sure it was. right.

Mhria took several trays of newly hatched fry to the rearing ponds

outside. There she fed them the high protein diet given all the hatch-

ery fish: ground beef, liver, slaughter house waste and daphnia, small

water fleas grovin at the hatchery as fish food.

She fed the other fish and checked each pond to be sure the young

fry were healthy. When she found any diseased fish, she removed them

from the growing ponds and plaCed them in special treatment ponds. She

also removed any fish showing abnormal growth or malformations.

'Today she also helped clean the growing ponds to remove excess

algae, waste material and dead matter. Mhria also counted the fish in

each pond and recorded the growth of the fish-on her charts. She sorted

some of the larger fry, putting all the young fish of one size in the

same pond. She prepared several ponds for pick-up tomorrow. These fry

had reached the size to be released in the various streams in the state.

Trucks would be at the hatchery early in the morning to pick them up.

16 19



Exercise

Directions: Circle the correct job activity for each worker.

1

1. A tool pusher on an offshore drilling rig

a. uses special pipe and casing to prevent oil from seeping

into the ocean.

b. studies water conditions where fish live.

c. cleans fish tanks and ponds.

2. A fish hatchery superintendent

a. supervises mixing of special drilling mud.

b. maintains proper oxygen content in water for young fry.

c. counts and sorts fish according to size.

3. A fish hatchery worker

a: orders drilling supplies for offshore drilling rig.

b. arranges transportation of fish from hatchery to streams

and lakes. ,

c. covers eggs with milt from male fish to fertilize them.

13
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1. a

2. b

3. b

18

Exercise Key
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HOME and COMMUNITY

HOME: The student may talk to members of the family. If any family

member works in a Mnrine Science field, i.e. oil field worker, commercial

fisherman, marine,geologist, conduct an interview on job related working

conditions. The student may research food the family eats that comes

fram the sea. The student may watch T.V. programs such as Jacques Costeau.

He or she may explain how Costeau's work is related to Mnrine Science.

COMMUNITY: Students may survey the neighborhood and friends; if any work

in a Marine Science related field, interview them about their job's work-

ing conditions. Students may visit a MUnicipal Aquarium, and identify-

.
fresh and salt water fish, food and non-food fish. Students may plan

a trip to a lake, sea or ocean and record the animal and plant life found.

If there is a fish hatchery in the area, students may visit it and pre-

pare a report to present to the class.

Students may research a specific food fish such as salmon or tuna

and prepare a well-written report to present to the class. They may set

up and Maintain a balanced fresh water aquarium, either at home or in

the classroom. A small 1 or 5 gallon glass tank is easily maintained

and does not need special equipment, such as heat pumps or air circula-

tion pumps. The equipment needed for setting up a small aquarium is:

A. Adequate gravel to cover 1" 2" depth.

B. Aquatic plants such as Cabomba, Elodea or Sagittaria.

C. Cillorine removal drops, i.e. "Zip" drops

D. 3 or 5 small fish, depending on size of tank. Goldfish and Guppies

are easiest to maintain. Do Not put Goldfish in same tank as
19



HOME and COMMUNITY

15

E. Commercial fish food.

The students will keep the following records:

A. size Of aquarium

B. number and kind of plants

C. riumber and kind of fish

D. location of tank; i.e. sunny window.

E. amount of food.

F. any changes in appearance of plants,'fish or water.

G. appearance of algae growth.

If chemicals such as manganese sulfate and sodium hydroxide are avail-

able, the students may demonstrate the activity describedin the fish

hatchery supervisor narrative. Aquarium, pond, creek, or tap water may be

used.

The students may develop, a bulletin board activity showing Marine

Science Careers. Pictures may be from magazines, newspapers or student

sketches.

23
20
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EVA LUATION

-',

I. Hatch each worker in list A with a job activity in list B. Put the

letter of the worker named in list 1 in the space before the job

activity in list 2.

A. Worker

A. Toll Pusher for Offshore Drilling Rig

B. Fish Hatchery Superintendent

C. Fish Hatchery Worker

B. Job Activities

1. Feeds young fish a high protein diet.

2. Arranges transportation of fish from hatchery to stream.

3. Directs use of special pipe to prevent oil from seeping into ocean.

4. Removes eggs from female fish.

5. Supervises state fish hatchery.

6. Orders special drilling mud for wells.

7. Cleans fish ponds to remove algae and waste matter.

8. Checks oxygen content of pond water.

9. Supervises work of drilling crews on offshore rig.

10. Mthntains proper temperature for hatching boxes.

24
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EVA LUATION

17

II. Answer the following:

44,
1. Why is'man called an "endangered species?"

22

2. Why are the oceans important to man?

3. Why is science important to a Fish Hatchery Superintendent?

25



EVALUATION MOE

Evaluation Key

4. c

S. b

6. a \

7. c

8. b

9. a

10. c

II. 1. Because he is in danger. Man is overpopulating the earth and

using up natural resources.

2. Accept any logical answers.

3. Because science courses help to prepare the worker to carry out

work activities such as measuring the oxygen content in the water.

23
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COMPONENT I
Section Two
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a

Section Two

Environmental Problems is Marine Science

Learning Objective
Given two work problem situations in

Marine.Scienee that involve two opposing view-
points, the student will demonstrate a positive
attitude t2ward the conservation of environ-
ments, resources, and human 2;osources with a
70% accuracy. -

Domains and Levels

Cognitive C omprehension, Knowledge,
Analysis

Affective Receiving, Responding,
. Valuing, Organization

28

Key Wo rds
depleted
predators
overpopulation
ice floe
blubber
slaughter
cargo
tanker
oil spills

Materials

one copy of each of the five
articles for each student.

. copies of the exercise

27



IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES
Time: 1 or 2 Classes

This activity is designed to increase the student's awareness of
environmental and ecological problems caused by man's use of the natu-
ral resources of earth. TWo problems, the annual baby Harp Seal hunt
in Canada and the effect of oil spills on the environment are presented.

After completing the activity the teacher may wish to further
investigate these and related problems. Such related problems might be:

Whale hunting
Tuna fishing which endangers the porpoise
Destruction of marshlands

A class discussion would give the students a chance to air their
views about these problems. These activities provide a forum for class
debate. The following steps may be used:

STEP I The teacher may read the "Additional Information" to the
students or the students may read it individually. At

this point, no comments should be made.

STEP II - After the teacher has read the introduction to the class,
the students may form two groups. Each group should read

either "Green Peace" or "The Rant."

STEP III - The students may discuss the issues. The teacher should
propitiate a calm and rational approach since the topic
is an emotional'one.'

STEP IV One student may write the conclusions of the group on the
board.

STEP V The same steps (2, 3, and 4) may be followed with "Pacifica
Oil Company" and "Ernrironmental Writer."

STEP VI After the topic has been thoroughly discussed, the students
may complete the exercise.

STEP VII - EvalUation

STEP VIII If there is time, the teacher may have the students select
and complete a Home and Comnunity activity.

28 29



STUDENT ACTIVITY MATERIAL

Ecological Factors in an Eco=system

21

An eco-system consists of plants and animals living together in

a specific environment. Certain factors act as controls on the size

of populations in a particular eco-system:

1) the quality of water

2) the availability of oxygen

3) the presence of an optimum (best) temperature

4) the presence of sunlight

5) the amount of food

Water covers nearly 3/4 (76%) of Earth's surface, making it truly

a water planet. The oceans contain most of this water. All Earth's

water supply either originates in the ocean or eventually returnsto

the sea.
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The Hunt

-11.11*-111

Today is the first day of the annual Baby Harp Seal Hunt. Sam Tobias

is ready. He hopes to have a good hunt. He knows there are many day old

baby seals on the nearby ice floe because he saw a large number of female

seals return last week and heard the hungry cry of the new born pups.

4 Seal hunting is a 400

year old tradition in Sam's

village. Every year for as

long as Sam can remember the

annual arrival of the Harp

Seals has meant the end of

winter. Sam's father and

grandfather before him hunted the seal. Their white fur, prized by the fur

traders, always brings a high price.

A good hunter earns $500 to $2,300 for a 4 week hunt. After the hunt,

Sam can buy supplies he needs for repairing his

fishing equipment. Sam thinks the

Harp Seals are a nuisance. They eat

the fish which he catches.
k.

Sam and other hunters move quietly

across the ice to the seal rookery.

Sam carries a heavy club. He and the

others move into the herd. The seals

try to run away, but Sam is too quick.

He grabs a squealing baby Harp Seal from

30
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its mother's side, swiftly gives it a hard blow to the head, killing it Imme-

diately. .Using the heavy clu causes no damage to valuable fur. He tossess

the dead baby aside and moves on into the frightened herd.

In a few hours the hunt is over. Sam skins the dead,baby seals and

takes furs back to the village where the women will help crape, wash, and

bundle them for sale to the fur dealers. Sam has several hundred bundles

of fur. It has been a good hunt!

31
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GREEN PEACE

It is the secorid week in Yhrch. George Diaz and fifty other members of

the Green Peace Foundation are on an ice floe in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. They

hope to prevent the killing of baby Harp Seals. If they cannot stop the hunt,

they hope to bring world-wide attention to this annual seal harvest.

,Each late February afid early Mhrch the female Harp Seal gives birth to a

single white-coated pup. The pup only weighs fifteen (15) pounds at birth and

has no layer of blubber 6 protect it against the artic cold. The fur, not

really white, but actually transparent, transmits the sun's rays allowing the

pup's skin to absorb the heat energy. The heavy coat then acts as insulation,

preventing escape of the heat.

The pup stays at its mother's side for about three weeks, taking in her

rich milk. At the end of this time it has reached one hundred (100) pounds,

and has begun to loose its snow white coat. It has also gained a protective

layer of blubber. The mother then abandons it to fend for itself.

While polar bears are natural enemies of the baby harp seals, their chief

enemies are the hunters who come each Mhrch when the pups.are whelped to get

their valuable furs. This annual kill is what George Diaz and Green Peace

are protesting.

Last night ten members of the group went ashore, armed with spray cans

of indelible red dye. They managed to spray several hundred baby seals,

making their coats useless as fur, before the government police arrested them.

Today, hunters from three Norwegian and Canadian factory ships, as

well as the local seal hunters, begin their annual slaughter of the baby

Harp Seals. Green Peace brought ten (10) news photographers to record the

kill for the media.

32
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George thinks the method of de

killing the baby harp seals is

brutal. He watches a hunter grab

a squealing day old baby away from

its mother's side. He sees the

hunter swing his heavy club against

the baby's head. He hears the huff-

ing of the mothers, frantically

searching for their dead babies.

He sees one hunter skin a baby that

-._

..
is only stunned, not dead. He looks

out over the blood reddened ice

kfloe-after the hunters leave. He feels sad at the day's end. Gree t Peace

Foundation hopes to bring world-wide sentiment to their side and either stop

this annual seal harvest or strictly limit the kill to the local seal

hunters, forbidding hunting from the large factory ships. OtherWise the

herd will soon become extinct.

Same people argue that the only reason George and Green Peace work

to save the baby Harp Seals is because of their beauty. George replies

that the main reason the seals are hunted is because of their beauty.

-

He says that if they cannot be saved beduse of their beauty, no animal

is safe, ever.

33
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Additional Information

1. Polar bears prey upon baby Harp Seals. The babies' cries often give
away their location.

2. Mbst of the baby seals are harvested not by local seal hunters but
by large factory ships from Canada and Norway.

3. The 1979 quota, established by the Canadian government, was 150,000
pelts: 60,000 were taken by Canadian and Norwegian sealing interests,
30,000 were taken by local hunters Gulf of St. Lawrence area.

4. The fur is used to make women's coats. It is not particularly warm
and is used chiefly as decoration.

5. Harp seals are not on the endangered species list.

6. In 1972 the U.S. banned importation of products made fram baby-Harp
seal fur.

7. Oil tankers will dump their cargo in case of a fire aboard ship
which is in danger of reaching the oil.
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Environmental Writer

Len Sung is writing an article for his local paper about the effect

oil spills have on the environment. He is worried that the spills are

endangering life in the ocean.

27

When oil tankers run aground, break up at sea, or run into each

other, hundreds of thousands of gallons of crude oil are dumped into

the sea.' This oil kills birds, fish and other sea life and blackens

the beaches with a gooey mess. One such accident happened in Mhrch,

1967, when the 120,000 ton tanker Torrey Canyon broke up off the Cornish

coast. This spill killed an estimated 10,000 sea birds and untold numbers

35 ,
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of fish. Tankers sometimes dump tgeir cargo before they reach port.

This occurred near Wood's Hole, an oceanographer station in Massachusetts,

spilling 75,000 gallons of fuel oil into the sea. It killed dozens of

species,of fish, shell fish, grasses, eels and worms. The practice of

washing out the cargo holes with sea water after each unloading dumps

at least 2,000,000 tons of oil a year into the ocean.

Pipeline spills cause ocean and beach pollution. One such pipe-

line break neai Santa Barbara, California, wasted nearly 3 million gal-

lons of crude oil, killed thousands of sea birds and fish ail blackened

the beaches for miles. An oil well blow out in the Gulf of Mexico off

the Chiapas coast caused a 30 to 40 mile-wide oil slick. Gulf currents

carried the slick north to the Texas coast where it contaminated the

beaches for miles. Len asks himself who should be responsible for the

oil spills? Can they be prevented? Who should be responsible for clean-

ing up the resulting messa What do you think?

36
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Pacifica Oil

Each year Pacifica Oil Company completes a government report. Tht

report shows how much the campany polluted the ocean due to oil spills

of various kinds. Today, Gloria Black is completing the final report

for the company.

Sea-going oil tankers carry more and more oil each year. Today

six out of every ten commercial ocean-going vessels are oil tankers.

Pacifica Oil Company has a fleet of 300 super tankers carrying crude

oil from her production fields to refineries in the U. S. and otfier .

countries. The fleet's record has been good this year, Gloria thinks.

Tankers became involved in oil spills for many reasonS". They xun

aground on shallow banks or reefs and spill oil into the sea. Storms

mama

--
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at sea can cause a tanker to break up, dumping thousands of gallons of

crude oil. Sometimes ships run together. A ship occasionally dumps

its cargo before it reaches port. Luckily, Pacifica's.fleet had only
,/--

,

one accident this year. One tanker ran aground during a storm.

After unloading their cargo, each tanker washes out its tanks by

pumping in sea water, then pumping it cut again. This cleans out the

cargo tanks so they will be ready to receive their new supply from the,

field storage tanks.

Pipeline breaks, leaks from offshore drilling rigs and blowouts

from oil wells waste valuable oil. One such break happened at one rig

located off 'the Caltfornia Coast. Hundreds of gallons of crude oil

gushed from the well.before the.leak was stopped.

Oil in all, Gloria's report is quite favorable: one ship ran

aground in a storm, one oil pipeline broke, and tanks had to be cleaned.

For a multi-national company the size of Pacifica Oil, it is a good

record.
,
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Exercise

I. Sam Tobias hunts baby Harp Seals because:

3]

a. he is a bully
b. dealers pay a good price for their fur
c. he is a fisherman

George Dfaz ihinks it is wrong to hunt baby Harp Seals because:

a. they are cuday
b. they will become extinct if hunting continues
c. he doesn't like the hunters

III. Gloria Black thinks Pacffica Oil has a good pollution record

because:

a. the tankers are washed out and cleaned after each
trip

!). only onp tanker had an accident
--c. it is a large company

rv. Len Sung is worried about oil spills polluting the ocean
because:

a. oil spills waste,,oil

b. oil spills cause prices to rise
c. oil spills kill birds, fish and other iea animals.

V. Write your opinion:
(Choose only one from each pair)

Al: I think it is all right to kill baby Harp Seals because
A2. I think it is not all right to kill baby Harp Seals

because ...
Bl. I am not concerned about oil spills because...
B2. I am concerned about oil spills because ...

40
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Key to Exercise

I. b

III. A.

TV.

V. Accept all logical ansuers. These are divergent questions

r

40
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1110ME and COMMUNITY

HOW: The students may survey the family pantry; they may find ptod-

ucts which come from the sea, such as tuna fish, shellfish, or pet food,

which is often made from fish or whale. Students may discuss with family

members the harvesting of such products. The students may also discuss

with the family the damage done to ocea life and beaches by oil spills.

This may affect:

TUna - Porpoise Relationship

Dredging oyster beds

Whaling industry

COMMUNITY: The students may visit a supermarket or fish marketand

list products from the sea.

The students may go to the beach and look for evidence of oil

spills.

They may look in magazines such as National Geographic, or

Smithsonian for articles related to environmental problems. (See

Readers Guide to Periodical Literature.,)

The students may research organizations such the Cousteau Society

or the Green Peace Foundation.

41
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I EVA LUATION
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33

I. Choose one best ending for each statement

A. To alter an environment means

l._to leave it alone
2. to change it
3. to destroy it

B. Oil spills alter an environment by

1. wasting oil
2. killing birds, fish and other sea life
3. making oil prices go up

C. An oil tanker might dump fuel oil bJcause

1. a fire broke out on the ship
2. the price offered for the oil was

too low
3. the ship was overweight

D. Baby Harp Seals are killed

1. because their fur is very valuable
2. because they eat fish
3. because they are so plentiful

E. Green Peace Foundation wants to save the Harp
Seals because

1. the way of killing them is brutal
2. their fur is not really needed to make

coats
3. continued killing will cause them to

became extinct
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EVALUATION

II. You are a baby Harp Seal hunter. List two reasons you hunt

them every spring.

1.

2.

You are a member of Green Peace Foundation. tIst two reasons you

want the seal hunt stopped or limited to just the local hunters.

1.

2.

IV. You live near a beach. List two ways an offshore oil spill may

affect.you.

1.

2.

V. Who do you think should clean up the mess from an oil spill,

the oil Company?
the government?
local volunteers?

Explain your answer.
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EVA LUATION

Evaluation Key

I. A. 2

B. 2

C. 1

D. 1 (accept 2 if student can justify answer)

E. 3 (accept 1,2 if student can justifiy answer)

-Numbers II,,III, TV, and V are subjective items. Discuss with

students to be sure they can justify whatever answer they give.



COMPONENT I

Section Three
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Section Three

Ecological Factors in Marine Science

Learning Objective

Using a description ofan ocean-based eco-
system, the student will demonstrate an under-
standing ofthe principles of ecology by listing
the factors which function as controls on the
size of populations with a 70% accuracy.

Domains and Levels

(kgrlithie c Knowledge, Comprehension,
Application, Analysis

Affective : Receiving, Responding

1

iKey Ikkmis

ecology

. saturate

evaporate

optimum

chlorophyll

.plankton

kelp

Materials

copies of ecological-fac-
tors in an eco-system

Alan Miller Marine
Ecologist

other factors in an eco-

system

. worksheet
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IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES
Time: . 1 or 2 Claseee

STEP I - This lesson is designed to increase the student's awareness
of the ecological factors which control the size of popula-
tion in an environment. A list of the factors is given.
Each factor is discussed.

STEP II - The lesson may be used as an individual lesson, a small

group lesson or as a class lesson. Using the appropriate

dharts, posters and transparencies enhances the lessons.

STEP III - Reading and discussion may be c(ne day's lesson, or the
teacher may use two days to cover the material depending
on the reading level of the group.

STEP IV - The worksheet may be answered individually; then the

students may exchange papers and check their answers.

STEP V - Evaluation

STEP VI - The Home and Community activity may be assigned if there is

sufficient time.

48
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STUDENT ACTIVITY MATERIAL

37

Introduction

We live on a planet Where the natural resources, both mineral and

organic, are rapidly running out. This has made the ocean very important.

Marine Science is a field.concerned with finding and using the resources

of the sea. Obtaining these resources
results in altering or destroying -

an existing environment.

Food supplies are depleted. Water and the air are polluted. The

amount of sunlight reaching the planet's surface changes. Temperature

changes occur. Predators,are destroyed and this causes overpopulation of

some species. Territories are altered or changed when Man moves into an

environment.

How does.Manchange an environment?

What are reasons for Man's changing an environment?

What are reasons against Man's changing an environment?

49
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Alan Miller, Mhrine Ecologist

A
10

Anderson Middle School has invited Dr. Alan Miller to give a talk

on marine ecology. Dr. Miller studies environmental conditions of the

oceans of the world. He investigates changes that can affect the deli-

cate life-chain balance. The science students of Anderson feel proud

that Dr. Miller accepted their invitation. He is a famous man, and his

time is valuable.,011ehas brought two assistants with him.

Dr. Miller begins his talk by showing the students a picture of

a major river system. He says:

50
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I.

'This map shows the major river system of the Continental United

States. The five Great Lakes empty into the St. Lawrence River, and

eventually into the Atlantic Ocean. Look at the Snake River. The

Snake River joins the Columbia River. Look at the Colorado River. It

empties into the Gulf of.California, a part of the Pacific Ocean. Can

you see the Rio Grande? Where is its mouth? A heavy rain falls in

northern Mbntana. The water runs off into the Missouri River. Into

what river does this floW next? What ocean will it eventually

reach?"

39
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Dr. Miller gives the science students plenty of time to ask ques-

tions about a river system. Then he continues his talk:

"Earth's water supply continually renews itself. Water evaporates

fram the ocean. Droplets of water vapor condense. These condensation

particles eventually form clouds. When a cloud becomes saturated with

water particles, rain falls. The surface water runs off into rivers

or soaks into the water table. Eventually the water reaches the ocean

and the cycle begins all over."

Dr. Miller then introduces the students to his assistant, Alfredo

Casanova. Alfredo tells the students he is an Aquatic Biologist who

specializes in ecology, like Dr. Miller. He says:

"Temperature acts as a third control on populations. Each species

works best at an optimum (best) temperature. Water-dwelling species

can withstand less temperature variation than can land based species.

Any sudden change in their temperature environment can cause disastrous

results.

"The western coast of Peru, in South America, is one of the driest

regions in the world. The Humbolt Current, a cold water current moves

up from the south. Dry winds blow fram the land seaward, causing tne

desert condition.

In 1925 something happened to cause the Hhaibolt Current to move

farther offshore. Warm seas from the Nbrth moved in, warming the tem-

perature of the sea 5° C."

52



"The plankton (microscopic animals and plants) which lived in the

seas off western Peru died because of the 5° C rise in temperature.

Small fish which ate the plankton died from lack of food. Large fish also

died because of lack of food. A shift in the wind, from seaward to

landward, caused torrential rains to fall. The rains wiped out guano

beds, gullied the dry desert, destroyed the farmers' crops, washed out

roads, destroyed countless species of plants, and killed thousands of'

animals and people."

"So you can see", concludes Alfredo,"'what a change can do to the

eco-system. The current went back to normal aftv a while, but it was

'years before the land returned to its normal state."

53
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Other Factors in an Eco-System

After Dr. Miller and Alfredo finish their talk, they answer the

students' questions about the first three factors in an eco-system.

When all the students' questions are answered, Dr. Mdller introduces

Tere Garrison, his other assistant. She explains to the class that

she is an Ichthyologist, a big word that means Tere is a scientist who

stUdies fish. Tere explains to the students:

"All life on Earth depends on the sun. Green plants, the begin-

ning of all food chains, use the sun's light energy to change carbon

dioxide and water to sugar and oxygen. This process, PHOTOSYNTHESIS,

forms the basis for all good energy and is a prime source of free oxygen

in the atmosphere."

Tere projects a diagram of the process of photosynthesis.

RADIANT

ENERGY

L
C6Hlight

>
1 P6 4. 6°26CO2 4. 6H20 chlorophyll

Cabon dioxide + water Light
. Chlorophyll

Glucose + oxygen

ga

4-
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..All the science students recognize the-formula, They.have studied

it in class. Tere continues:

"Green plants, the food PRODUCERS, grow on the average Only on the

top 35 meters of the oceh's surface.. Water reflects most'of the sun=

light which strikes it, absorbing bright'light only to a.depth an aver-

,

age of 35 meters. Below that, the water becomes darker and darker.

"Only very simple rants, algae, grow inthe 35 meter deep,region.

But they supply food for all sea'dwelling life, and much land based

c life. These plants, also prodUce '8096 of all the free oxygen in Earth's

atmosphere.

"There are green plants that contain'the chlorophyll. Chlorophyll

ds necessary to carry out.photosynthesis. These plantS grow in many

forms. Some; microscopic in size, called plankton provide, food for

microscopic animals, called zooplankton. Plankton and zooplankton both,'

surprisingly, provide food for the largest of all mammals, the whale's.

"Other algae, growing in d,isorganized groups of cells, called sea

weed provide food for larger forms of sea life: small fish, snails,

crabs, etc. Kelp, a large brown, red OT yellow algae, often grows too

a length of 10 to 20 mm. Kelp is rich in food nutrients, and is used

commercially as fertilizer, ice cream stabilizer and food for humans.

Kelp may be purchased at many health food stores."

"I can imagine what it tastes like," exclaims Pepe. Tere conCludes

her talk:

"Bacteria or dead matter return nutrients to the sea. Algae in

turn use these nutrients in photosynthesis, ami the cycle repeats."

55
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Nutrient Cycles

Nutrie

decomposer

(bacteria

Sun

Producer

(Plankton)

Consumerl/

(tuna)

Consumer!

(Zooplankton)

'Consumer'

(Arrow worm)

'Consumer'

(Small
fish)
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Worksheet

After the three scientists finished the presentation, they asked

the science students these questions. See if you can answer them.

1. What are the five ecological factors mentioned in the

story?

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.
A

2. Name the gas in Earth's atmosphere that is necessary

for all living organisms.

3. List two ways water temperature may be changed.

a.

b.

4. Name the source for all life on Earth.

S. What is photosynthesis?

5 7
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Answer Key

After the three scientists finished the presentation theY asked

the science,students these questions. See if you can answer them.

58

1. What are the five ecological factors mentioned in the

story?

a. water

b. oxygen

c. temperature

d. sunlight

e. food

2. Name the gas in Earth's atmosphere that is necessary

for all living organisms.

oxygen

3. 'List two ways water temperature may be changed.

a. ocean currents may change

b. factories may release hot watei

or pollute the streams and rivers

4. Name the source for all life on Earth.

the sun

5. What is photosynthesis?

The process by which green plaats make food (sugar)
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Exercise

Match the items in List 1 with the items in List 2. Write the correct

letter from list 2 in the blank.

List 1

1. gas necessary for
all living organ-
isms

2, kills birds, fish
and other sea life

3. killed for their
valuable fur.

4. wants to restrict
killing of baby
Harp Seals

5. process by which
a green plant makes

food

6. source of all
life on Earth

7. product of
photosynthesis

8. makes up most
of tissues of
all living thing

11,

List 2

a. Green peas

B. water

c, food

d. sun

e, oxygen

f. Baby Harp Seals

photosynthesis

h. oil spills

g.

sa
59



1. e oxygen'

2. h oil spills

3. f Baby Harp Seals

4: a. Green Peace

5. g photosynthesis

6. d sun

7. c food

8. b water

60

Answer Key to Exercise
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I HOME and COMMUNITY

47

HOME: The student may speak with any member of his or her extended

family who works in Marine Science. A report of the activities of

the job may be written and shared with the class.

(XMMUNITY: The student may do one or more'of the following activ-

ities.

I) look for evidence of water pollution in the community

2) research the local water supply. He or she may find out:

a), where water comes from

b) how water is made safe to drink

c) how water is disposed of

6 i
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EVA LUATION

62

I. Match the examples given in List 1 with the ecological factors

in List 2. The factors inList 2 will be used more than once.

List 1 List 2

1. best temperature for a. water

a species to function.
b. oxygen

2. nearly 75% of Earth's
surface c. optinum temperature

3. gas needed by all d. sunlight

living things

4. source of life on
Earth

5. matter which makes
up most of tissues
of all living things

6. green plants use
water and carbon
dioxide to make
this

7. energy source for
photosynthesis

8. Make up about 21%
Earth's atmosphere

9. changed by dumping hot
water from nuclear power
plants

10. consumed by animals

62
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EVALUATION
Evaluation Key

1. c optimum temperature

2. a water

3. b oxygen

4. d sunlight

5. a water'.

6. e food

7. d sunlight

8. b oxygen

9. c- optimum temperature

10. e food

63
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Component
NI

Section One

Section Two

Section Three

HO S YOUR HEALTH?
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OVERVIEW

This component links the scientific principles of cellular structure

and function to the world of work. Careers in the Health Cluster are

related to nutrition and maintenance of good health. Section One

emphasizes the value of transferring skills from one job to another while

reviewing cells and their structure. Section Two tells the story of Oscar,

a white blood cell, and the results of improper nutrition. Section Three

explores selected jobs in health and their relationship to materials that

cells require to maintain life.

IGOALS
MERV I NG

IffERRING:

PREDICTI1E:

Students will identify the functions and charac-

teristics of cells through a study of careers in

the field of health.

Students will.reach conclusions about nutrition

and the effect this has on cellular and body health.

Students will predict results of poor nutrition,

relating it to selected careers in health.

/LEARNING SECTIONS
SI-C:= 2: Cells: Funct-:ons an2 C'nracteristics

SEC:7:0:: 2: Osc^,r and Lupe

SECTIO17 3: Ccke and Candy Aren't Just Dandy!



COMPONENT II

Section One
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Section One
52 Cells:Functions and Characteristics

Learning Objective

Given a case study concerning the transfer
of dkills in the field of health, the student
will identify the characteristics and functions
of cells'with 70% accuracy on the evaluation.

Domains and Levels

Cognitive :

Affective :

Knowledge, Comprehension

Receiving, Responding

Key Words

cytoplaw

membrane

nutrients

oxygen

exercise

gene

chromosomes

nucleus

reproduction

energy

'Materials

sufficient quantities of
the activity and evaluation
sheets for all students.
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IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES
Time: 45 Minutes

STEP I - The teacher shouid introduce the activity by discussing
the vocabulary words and by reviewing the relationship
between cellular health and bodily health.

STEP II - The teacher should read the story aloud or have a student
read the story to the whole class.

STEP III - The questions at the end of the story are designed to
start a discussion. Some other questions for the dis-
cussion might be:

1. What kind of foods should we eat to be sure we ,
are getting a balanced diet?

2. Why is exercise good for our cells and for our
bodies?

3. Besides eating good food and getting exercise,
what other things can we do to keep us healthy
longer?

a) Don't smoke
b) Try to avoid polluted water, air, etc.
c) Stay away from radioactivity, etc.

STEP IV - The students should then work individually on the activity
sheet. They may exchange papers to check the answers: The
teacher may assign the special project to reinforce stu-
dents' grasp of basic vocabulary.

STEP V - Evaluation

STEP VI - The Home and Community section is optional and should be
completed if there is time.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY MATERIAL

53

John Grimes

do what theyare supposed to do,

John Grimes became a registered

nurse because he wanted to help sick

people get well. He knew that he

could expect good pay and that he

could always find a job. Nurses are

always needed, so he could make his

home anywhere in the land and still

have a good job..

Johnalso liked the detective-

like part of being a nurse. The

human body is made up of lots of

cells. When cellsdgetlphatthey needto

a person is healthy. In school, John had

learned that most of our cells have the-same characteristics. Each

cell has a cell membrane which separates it from the outside and from

other cells. All cells except blood cells have a nucleus which con-

trols theiractivities. Inside the nucleus are tiny twisting threads

called chramosomes which-carry the'hereditary elements or gefies. The

part that surrounds the nucleus is called the cytoplasm. Cells need

each of these things to do their job.

Cells are.supposed to do two main things. They make other cells,
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or reproduce. when old cells 'die and when the body needs to grow. They make

energy so that the person can moVe and ihink. In order to do what they are

supposed to dO, cells need oxygen, which they get from the air we breathe, and

nutrients, Which they get from the food we eat. When cells do not get what

they need, they don't,do what they are supposed to do. Then a person gets sick.

Once you knoW how cells work and what they.need, trying to find out why a

person is sick is like trying to solve.a mystery. John has always enjoyed

helping doctors find out what has gone wrong in a person's body. This is

what a cell looks like.

GOLG1 BODIES
(GOLGI APPARATUS).

CENTROSOME
NUCLEUS

ENDOPLASMIC
RETICULUM

MITOCHONDRIA

For ten years Sohn has been helping doctor:- find out why people are sick

and helping sick people get well. Lately, John has not been so happy with his

job. He has become more and more upsetNcause many people who are sick do

not need to be sick at all. If people Understood their bodies a Utile better
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they would be fine. John has seen that most people feel that getting sick

55

is just something that happens. They' think that they can't help it. People

think that nurses and doctors are the ones who should keep them healthy.

John knows this'is not true. He knous that good health is something that

each of us can work toward by paying attention to how UT live. John has

decided that what he really wants t6 do is to help people stay well. He

wants to teach them more about the cells in their bodies and tell them that

the way they live can help those cells work better.

If the cells in the body are healthy then the body will be healthy.

We can keep the cellt healthy by taking sure we get plenty of exercise

and good food. Exercise makes healthy cells because it makes our

blood flow faster. Since blood carries oxy;gen to cells, the.faster the

the.blood ilows, the,more oxygen the_cells get. Good food is important.

It provides the things that cells need to do the job of making energy

and making more cells. Some food doesn't help the cells, though. Too

much starch and sugar are bad because they fool us into thinking we

are not hungry, when..really,our cells have not gotten what they need!
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John is lucky. There aremany different jobs that he could get.

The three jobs he decides to explore are health education officer,

public health educator, and public health nurse. All of these jobs

teach people how to prevent sickness. The difference in the jobs is how

andwhomthe person teaches. The public health nurse goes into people's

homes and teaches families and single persons. Public health educators

work with larger groups. They write about how to stay well, and they

make sure that what has been written is read by-many-people. The

health education officer works with even larger groups. He or she makes

sure that knowledge about good health can be learned by anyone in the

whole state by teaching people who will go out and teach other people.

John has a hard choice to make, but he is very excited about

changingjobs. His training as a nurse and his interest in teaching

about good health will be a big help in making the change. If you were,

4

John irhich job would you choose? Why?
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Mhtch the words in the

ACTIVITY SHEET

k71

list to the correct definition

letter in the space.

a. membrane f. oxygen

b. nucleus g. nutrients

C. cytoplasm h. reproduction

d. chromosomes 1. energy .

e. gene 3. exercise

by writing the

57

1. Tiny, twisting,threads insidethe nucleus.

2. An element that carries hereditary factors.

3. Makesthe blood flow faster, bringing more oxygen to the cells.

4. Separates the cell from other cells.

5. Provided by the food we eat.

6. What enables us to move and. think.

7. Controls the activities of cells.

8. Needed to replace dying cells and for growth.

9. Surrounds the nucleus.

10. Brought to the cells by blood from the lungs.
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ANSWER KEY

1. d

2. e

3. j

4. a

S. g

6. i

7. b

8. h

9. c

10. f
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SPECIAL PROJECT

Find ten words from the story in the word-find puzzle.

OEPJRTZRGAVBPM ZM
PSHEILICNNOENERGYSE
SIANSUELCUNABUATP
DCGUTZMZDHICEICLPET
TRODFNBPJPEBPCAIZ
ZECOCEIROMO
O X
NETZWSNRnYLCISAUJ
NIEEUV

Y G N LO

ICTLBJTR

OMESRV
TICAORTD

IC

REPRODUCTIONNDBAN
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SPECIAL PROJECT - ANSWER

liel.TR T z RIVIly BUN ore
Foggp slim'. xcINE3453ER

C EMI1BrtliiiPSIANSUEL
DC GUTZMZDHritruon T

TRODFN
ZECO(IHRONOMMEFIR
UnlYGED

PJPErinjAIZ
OlagnIAORTD
RONCISINUJ
AULBJ TfleK

NuT ZWSN
NIIDE
alEPRODUCTIODNDBAN

U V ri I

exercise
oxygen
phagocyte
chrcmosomes
membrane
cytoplasm
gene
nutrients
energy
reproduction
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I HOME and COMMUNITY

59

The student should discuss ways of staying healthy with his or

her family. Together, the student and his/her family should try to

determine how they could change their lifestyles both individually

and as a family to ensure greater health for each family member.

The student may list five ideas the family has come up with to improve

health and share the list with the class.
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EVA LUATION

I. Answer the following from your reading:

82

Four careers were mentioned in the narrative. Name two and
describe what that job requires you to do.

a.

b.

2. Cells do two important things. What are they?

a.

b.

3. Name two important things we can do to keep healthy.

a.

b.

4. Why is too much starch and sugar bad for the cells?
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EVALUATION .

61

S. Describe a cell. Name as many parts as you can.

II. Fill in the blanks with the correct word.

1. A separates the inside from the outside of

the cell.

2. A
factors.

is an element which carries hereditary

3. is brought to the cells by blood from

the lungs.

4. The part of the cell that surrounds the nucleus is called

S. makes the blood flaw faster and brings oxy-

gen to the cells.
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EVA LUATION

ANSWER KEY

I. 1. Accept any of the following:

a. Registered Nurse - Cares for sick people.

b. Health Education Officer - Teaches large groups who willtrain
other peple about health.

c. Public Health Educator - Writes about how to stay healthy.

d. Public Health Nurse - Goes to people's homes and teaches
how to prevent illness.

2. a. Reproduce

b. Give energy

3. a. Eat correctly

b. Exercise

4. It makes us think we aren't hungry, depriving cells ofvaluable
nutrients.

5. A cell has a membrane separating the inside from the outside and

from other cells. It has a nucleus (except blood cells). The
nucleus has chromosomes which in turn carry genes.

II. 1. membrane

2. gene

3. oxygen

4. cytoplasm

5. exercise
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.COMPONENT II
Section Two
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Section Two
Oscar and 'Lupe

Learning Objective

Given a narrative concerning the impor -

tance of diet in maintaining good health, the

students will write and perform a skit to
achieve a successful solution to the problem.
Completion of the skit according to the teach-

er's criteria.

Domains and Levels

Cognitive:

Affective :

Knowledge,
Application
Synthesis

Receiving,

Comprehension,,
, Analysis,

Responding, Valuing

Key lAkicts

phagocyte

lymphoid cells

antibodies

vitamins

minerals

handicapped

nutrients

'Materials
. sufficient copies of the

activity and evaluation
sheets for each,student.
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IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES
Time: 45 Minutes

STEP I The teacher should introduce the activity by discussing
thecharacteristics and functions of cells and the role
of proteins, fats and carbohydrates in the healthy main-
tenance of cell life.

STEP II - The teacher should then have the students read the narra-
tive silently to themselves, after which one or two stu-
dents should be chosen to read the story aloud to the
class. (If time is limited, the teacher may choose to
read the story aloud.)

STEP III - The teacher should divide the class into groups of 6-7
students apd have each group write and perform a short
skit which presents'a solution to Oscar's problem.

STEP IV - After the skits have been petformed the teacher should
lead a discussion about the possible solutions chosen by
the students. Some other possible questions for the dis-
cussions might be:

a) What other people, outside of those mentioned,
might first notice the problem?

b) If you were to try to live almost entirely on
sueet foods and cokes, what kind of things

would happen to you?

c) If you ate scme meat and vegetables but also
quite a few cokes and cakes, what kind of things
might happen to you?

d) How does eating right help prevent sickness?

STEP V - The Home and Community activity is optional, to be com-
pleted if time allows.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY MATERIAL

A=B
B=C
A=C

65

---estma,the Protector

7

Hi! my name is Cscar,and\I am a phagocyte. A phagocyte is to the

human body what a policeman is to a city. A policeman protects people

from harm. I am simply a cell that protects other cells from harm.

Foreign cells like7those found in colds, flu and more serious diseases

like polio are always attacking the body. I work along with my friends,

the lymphoid cells,to get rid of these no-good cells. When some of

these strange cells get into the body, my friends, the lymphoid cells,

make special protein molecules called antibodies which attach themselves

to the strange cells. When I see a cell that has an antibody on,it, I
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A.
=

know that it's my job to get rid of this cell. I simply eat it whole! When

you cut your finger or scrape your knee and dirt gets inside you, I don't even

need an antibody to tell me what to do. I attack dirt right away.

Usually I do my job well. Protecting the body is fun, and I enjoy it.

But lately I have not been feeling well. I have no energy, and I am tired

all of theti because I am not getting the right kind of nutrients. I live

in the body A girl named Lupe Alvarado. Lupe was treating me quite well

before, a month ago her mother got real sick and had to go to the hospital.

Lupe's father is dead, and she ,doesn't have any brothers oi sisters. Since her

mother has been in the hospital, Lupe has eaten only cokes, pop-corn, cakes,

doughnuts and other sweet things. Lupe knows how

to cook, but she doesn't understand that the

cells lii her hody nPea protein thnt "'nes

from meat in order to replace other cells

and to aid growth. We need vitamins and

minerals that come from fruits and

vegetables in order to help us

fight sickness. Although the

other cells and I can get

energy from the.sugar and starches

that are in doughnuts and cokes, this kind

of sugar is so easy to break down that I use it

up too fast. The sugar in fruits is muCh better

because it breaks down more slowly so it lasts longer. The starches that are .
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in most cakes and doughnuts do not help me much because the white flour

that most cakes and doughnuts are made of does not have all of the vita-

mins and minerals that whole wheat flour does. I need these vitamins and

minerals to do my

67

work. When Lupe eats

pop-corn and dough-

nuts, she doesn't.

. 410 want anything else.

But the other cells

and I are still

hungry. In fact,

we are starving!

Lupe has a cold now, and it's getting

worse because I can't help her very much. I can

hardly move, let alone do my work. Even before

Lupe got the cold, she started doing badly in

. school because her energy wasn't lasting. I

keep hoping the teacher will see that there

is something very wrong with Lupe. If the teacher would tell the school

nurse, things might start looking up for both me and Lupe

You see, it's the schoolnurse's job to make sure that students who are

LP

too sick to be in school are sent home and taken care of. It is also the job

of the school nurse to try to help school children and their families with

health problems that cannot be solved at home. If the school nurse tried to
91
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A=B
B=C
A=C

send Lupe home, she would find out that Lupe's mother wasn't home but in the

hospital. Once she found out that Lupe was home alone, she might begin asking

her what she ate every day and find out she had no one to help her choose better

food.
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After the school nurse found all this out

\BASIC FOOD
GROUPS

person has been sick, his or her

she could call in a public health

nurse who visits homes to help 1

people with health problems.

The public health nurse would

help Lupe choose better foods

for herself and would teach

her why it was important for her

to eat right all the time. The

public health nurse would also teach

Lupe how important it would be for her

mother to eat the right kinds of food when

she comes home from the hospital. When a

body needs extra energy and extra vitamins

and minerals. The phagocytes like me can keep busy eating up all the stuff

that made them sick. Sick people need extra protein too, so that cells that

died during the illness can be replaced.

The public health nurse would probably consult a therapeutic dietician.

A dietician could help Lupe work out a diet that had foods that she liked

and that were also good for her. This special diet would help cells like me
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to feel better fast. Then we could get rid of the cold germs and protect

Lupe from any other germs she might meet.

When cells don't get the food they need and

are weak, it is much easier for

germs tc -wade them. When I

don't get tle food I need, I can't

help them much. It can be a very

dangerous situation, depending on

what germs happen to be out there.

The person Lupe and her mother really

need is a home health aide. A home health aide

takes over the care of the home and the people

;in it when the adults in the house are sick

or handicapped. She or he would cook meals

for Lupe according to her special diet: When

Lape's mother came home from the hospital, the home

health aide would care for her, the house and Lupe

until Lupe's mother was well enough to do these

things herself.

There are so many people who can help.

soon because I can't hold out much longer.

69

I hope saneone does something

Here come another bunch of germs!

They are too many for me. Oh no! I'm going down! HE E E L P!
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I HOME and COMMUNITY
EfEr

The student should ask his or her parents to help prepare a com-

plete list of all food the student has eaten in One day. Look on the

package or can to see how much sugar each food contains. The amount

of sugar in proportion to the rest of the ingredients is shown by the

place occupied on the list. If there is more sugar in the food than

any other ingredient, the word "sugar" will be the first word in the

list. Flow many of the foods eaten contain lots of sugar? How many

contain no sugar at all? With the family's help, the student should

decide whether his or her diet contains too much sugar and how he or

she can cut down in the future.
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EVA LUATION

A=B
B=C
A C

71

Inferring Results

Poor Oscar! Can you help him? Write a happy ending to the story in

the form of a play. Use some or all of the people mentioned in the

story as possible helpers. What part will a healthy Oscar play in mak-

ing Lupe feel well again?.
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EVA LUATION

A=B
B=C
A C

ANSWER KEY

The following may be taken into consideration when evaluating the

students' skits:

Originality

Use of career information

Cooperation among 'group members
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Section Three
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Section Three
Coke and Candy Aren't Just Dandy!

Learning Objective
Given a working situation which focuses on

heaZth careers and nutrition, the students will

review cellular functions, and answer a set of

questions about the probable effects of poor

nutrition with 80% accuracy on the evaluation.

Domains mnri Lew> lc

Cognitive :
Knowledge, Comprehension,
Application

Affective .: Receiving, Responding, Valuin

./Key Words

nutrition
cholesterol
fructose
glucose
amino acids
monosaturated fats
polyunsaturated
fats

saturated fats
protein
vitamins
minerals
calcium

. iron

. copper
molecule
carbohydrates

Materials

93

sufficient copies of the
activity and evaluation
sheets for all students.
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IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES
lrirne: 45 Minutee

STEP I - The teacher may begin the activity by asking questions-such
as:

Did you know there are people from well-to-do families who
are starving to death?

Are most Americans overweight or underweight?

Are people eating more or less than ten years ago?

What doesia diet of cokes, potato chips and candy have
to do with good grades in school?

What did you have for breakfast this morning?

STEP II - The vocabulary words and their meanings may be reviewed.

STEP III The teacher may mention the fact that some special careers
help people eat better:

Dietician - (D.O.T. 077-128) Plans and directs fond ser-
vice in public and private institutions and establishments.
Plans menus and diets providing food and nutrients for
individuals and groups;may instruct individuals and groups
in principles of nutrition or prepare educational mater-
ials on the nutritional value of food.

Research Nutritionist- (D.O.T. 077.081) Studies and analyzes
recent scientific discoveries in nutrition for application
in current research, for developnent of tools for future
research, and for interpretation to the public.

STEP IV The students sbould read the activAty individually and
answer the questions on the evaluation sheet. They may
refer to the narrative if necessary.

STEP V - The students should exchange papers and grade their neigh-
bor's paper while the teacher leads a discussion about the
answers to the questions.

STEP VI - The Hbme and Community section is optional and can be com-
pleted if there is enough time.
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I STUDENT ACTIVITY MATERIAL
Diet and Nutrition

75

Mhnuel Goldburg is a dietitian, and his wife, Cissy, is a research

nutritionist. Mhnuel and Cissy have quite an interesting marriage.

They not only live together as husband and wife, but work together in

Q

the same field of nutrition.

Both Mhnuel and Cissy have strong feelinp about the importance of

nutrition in people's lives. Until recently most people, including

doctors and scientists,thought that the only people who had real prob-

lems with nutrition were the very, very poor or those living in third

world countries who never got enough to eat. Until the last few years,
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doctors did not have to take a class in nutrition in medical school.

We all thought that poor nutrition only happened to'other people. Now

we know that poor nutrition is also a big problem here in the United

States.

Mbst, but not all, of our problems here have to do with having too

much to eat rather than too little. Eating too much and being over-

weight are two problems many people have. Being overweight makes it

easier to get some diseases, like heart disease and diabetes. In this

country, we also have many rich foods with lots of fat in them, like

butter, steaks and french fries. Too much fat in the diet, especially

fat that comes from animals,causes the blood vessels to become clogged

with a substance called cholesterol. The cells in our bodies need oxy-

gen and nutrients brought by the blood in order to live. The heart

pumps blood to the cells. When the arteries are clogged with cholesterol,

the heart has a hard time pumping blood to the cells. Sometimes it

works so hard trying to get blood past the clogged arteries that it

gives out completely. Thisis called a heart attack. Too much

cholesterol has also been linked to breast cancer in women. Since

the reason for this is not known, Cissy has chosen this problem as one

of the problems she will study.

Mhnuel and Cissy work as a team not only at home but on the job.

Cissy does research to find out why some things in food are bad for you

and others are good. We still have much to learn about the many dif-

ferent kinds of things in food and how they affect health. Cissy likes
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4
her job because there is so much that is not yet known. She likes being

able to answer these important questions so tbat people can be healthier

and live longer.

Mhnuel is a dietician. He plans food programs for places where

people eat together, such as schools and hospitals. He takes the new

discoveries that scientists have made and puts them to work in the

everyday world. He makes sure the schools and hospitals for uhich he

plans menus are serving the healthiest and most balanced meals possible.

Both Mhnuel and Cissy often spend time talking to groups of people who

want to know about good nutrition. They feel that people need to

know about new discoveries. Both are also very concerned about food

fads and TV ads that tell people to eat food that is not good for them.

Mhnuel and Cissy both try to teach

people about nutrition by explaining the

five different things the

body need to keep the bc4r helthy:

carbohydrates, proteins,

vitamins and minerals. Ca hy-

drates come frot,suiars add starch-

es found in fruit, bread and ce-

real. Cells get energy by break-

ing down sugar or glucose and mak-

ing it into water and carbon dioxide.

It takes a great deal more

lls of the
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oxygen to hold a glucose molecule together than it does to hold water

and carbon dioxide together. The energy that is left over is the

energy we use to move and-think. Starcnes and fruit sugdrs, or fruc-

tose, must be broken down into glucose before theycan be used. Plain

sugar is already broken down. This is why you feel a quick burst

of energy from eating a candy bar. Fruit sugars and starches work

better in the long run, however, because the energy they give lasts

a long time. Energy from plain sugar is quickly used up. Fruit and

,
whole grain flour are also better for you because they have more vita-

mins and minerals than plain sugar or baked goods made with white

flour.

Minerals are needed to do special jobs in the body. Calcium is

needed to make material for bones and teeth. Iron and copper help make

red blood cells, for example. Vitamins help prevent certain 'diseases

and help the body fight off diseases.

There are three kinds of fats found in the body: polyunsaturated

fats, which are found in corn, fish and vegetables; saturated fats,

which are found in olive oil and soybeans; saturated fats, which are

found in meat and dairy products. All three kinds of fats will help

you get fat it you eat too much of them, but they differ in other ways.

Polyunsaturated fats help get rid of extra cholesterol in the body, while

saturated fats build up cholesterol. Mbnosaturated fats have no effect

either way.
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Proteins build body tissues and help to make sure all body pro-

cesses are working right. 'Proteins can also be burned to make energy

if there are not enough starches. Proteins are made up of a number

of different kinds of amino acids. Proteins that we get from eating

meat and dairy products are called complete because they have all the

amino acids we need. Proteins ue get from plants are called incomplete

because not all amino acids are in all plants. However, all amino

acids tre found in the plant world, so ue can get all the amino acids

we need from plants by simply eating certain kinds of plant foods

together, like beans and rice, and peanut butter and bread.

By working together to find new facts about nutrition and to help

people undeistand these facts and use them in their lives, Manuel and

Cissy help people live happier, healthier lives. They say that when

you know you are making other people happy it is easy to be happy

yourself.
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I HOME and COMMUNITY
The student should ask his or her family to help classify 5 state-

ments in TV or newspaper ads about food. The student should list

statements found in three categories: (1) statements based on scienti-

fic study, (2) statements based on expert opinion, (3) statements

based on neither. The statements and their classification may be shared

with the class.
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EVALUATION

81

After reading the story, answer the following questions:

. Is it possible for you to have poor nutrition even though you live

in the United States? Why or why not?,

2. If your diet was almost always made up of szeaks and french fries,

what diseases might you get eventually?

3. How could you try to prevent extra cholesterol in your body?

4. John ate a candy bar for breakfast, and Mullin ate whole wheat

toast,a glass of milk and an orange. What might be the difference

in the way they acted in school that day?

5. If Bobby was not getting enough calcium inhis diet,what might happen

to him?
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EVA LUATION

6. If Barbara tries to go on a diet by changing all the saturated

fats she has eaten before for polyunsaturated fats, will she lose weight?

Why or why not?

7. If Lgzaro's mother made sure he got all the vitamins and minerals

he needed, while Tina's mother paid no attention to what she ate, what

might be the difference in their school attendance?

8. If you were, a doctor who uent to medical school 10 years ago,

would you have taken a class in nutrition?

9. Do all foods that have proteins have all the amino acids the body

needs?

10. Can a person i.Jho does not eat meat or dairy products have a healthy

diet? Why or Why not?
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EVA LUATION
KEY

1. Is it possible for you to have poor nutrition even though you live

in the United States? Why or why not?

Accept all logical answers.

2. If your diet was almost always made up of steaks and french fries,

what diseases might you get eventually?

Heart disease and diabetes.

3. How coul.. jou try to prevent extra cholesterol in your body?

By not eating a lot of foods with animal fats in them.

4. John ate a candy bar for breakfast, and Mullin ate whole wheat

toast, a glass of milk and an orange. What might be the 40ference

In the way they acted in school th-at day?

John would be tired later on in the morning and Mbllin wouldn't.

S. If Bobby was not getting enoughcalcium in his diet,what might happen

to him?

He would have problems with his teeth and bone growth.
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EVALUATION
6. If Barbara tries to go on a diet by changing all the saturated

fats she has eaten before for polyunsaturated fats, will she lose weight?

Why or why not?

No. Both kinds have the same amount of calories.

7. If Lfizaro's mother made sure he got all the vitamins and minerals

he needed, while Tina's mother paid no attention to what she ate, what

might be the difference in their school attendance?

Tina would be absent more often because she would be sick more.

8. If you were a doctor who went to medical school 10 years ago,

would you have taken a class in nutrition?

No.

9. Do all foods that have proteins have all the amino acids the body

needs?

No. Animal proteins do, but plant proteins don't.

10. Can a person who does not eat meat or dairy product have a healthy

diet? Why or why not?

Yes. He or she can get all the amino acids by combining different

plant foods.
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Component

3
Section One

Section Two

Section Three

MEASURE IT, CONSTRUCT IT

AND ENJOY IT!
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OVERVIEW

The activities of this component give the students the opportunity

to learn about the need for communication and measurement skills in

construction careers. The activities involve the use of both whole and

decimal numbers in measuring. They require the student to add, subtract,

multiply and divide to solve measurement problems. The students will

make use of ihformation they are given about selected careers and study

practical career-related situations. The student will be led to recog-

nize the importance of communication, measurement and care of equipment

in these careers.

'GOALS

CCFPUNICATING:

USING NUMBERS:

NEASURING:

The students will relate the use of measurement and

communication skills to selected construction careers.

The student will recognize the value for the proper
care, use and conservation of equipment used on the

job.

The students will solve problems in MKS units that
involve the use of measuring equipment on tools.

LEARNING SECTIONS
SECTION 1: Communication and Measurement in Construction

SECTION 2: Let's Look at Some Measuring TooZs.

SECTION $: Let 'a Do Some Measuring.
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COMPONENT III

Section One
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Section One

Commuication and Measurement in Construction

'Key Words

Learning Objective
Given four short narratives about the use of

megsurement and communication skills in the

Construction Cluster, the student will be able

to, associate the work activity with the cor-

responding careers with 70% accuracy.

Domains and Levels

Cognit: .e :

Affective :

Knowledge, Comprehension,

Application

Receiving, Responding, Valu-

ing

measurement

communication

meter, cubic meter

centimeter

IN....

amperage,

temperature

mass

volume

'Materials
sufficient copies of narratives

sufficient copies of evaluation
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IMPLEMENTFION GUIDELINES
Time: 1 Class

STEP I Through the use of four shorenarratives, the activities of
workers in the folloWing careers are presented:

Construction Contractor
Arc Welder
Crahe Rigger
Mixing-Place Foremen

ft.

The narratives also present situations in which the use of
jileasurement and communication skills are needed for the work

activity.

STEP II - The student sho
terms found in

STEP III - The teacher y
to do the
emphasis t6 the
the stude t may

d have a general wotking knowledge of the,
eeKey Words" section.

read the first narrative or choose students
g. The teacher may wish to give special
first narrative to prpvide a model which
follow with the remaining nairatives.

STEP IV - AlJ..J questions and problems presented in the narratives should

b answered by the students. The teachermay encoutage
discussion of the questions and help students to understand the

relationship between skills in tommnicating and measuring
ancl_iplIsin construCtion.

.
v / i 1

.

STEP V - Student should be encouraged to discuss.oth9T careers in con-
struction and relate the importance of measurement and com-
munication skills to the job activity.

STEP VI - Evaluation

STEP VII - The libme and Community section is an optional activity and
P

may be assigned if there is time:

e"
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STUDENT ACTIVITY MATERIAL

87

Construction Contractor

#
-Carl Henson is a construction contractor for a small firm in

Rolling Hills, New Mexico. A contract is an agreement about a

specific job or task needed in construction. The construction of

a building is carried out through contracts with plumbers, electri-

cians and brick layers. Carl has a degree in civil engineering and

is interested in management. His job involves working on a construc-

tion site. The job is.to hire contractors such as heavy equipment

operators, concrete contractors, steel workers, arc welders and clean-

up contractors to do specific work. Carl must be sure that the jobs

NEW
INDUSTRIAL

SITE
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he gives contracts for are scheduled cbrrectly during the actual con-

struction. In other words, he must be sure he job for which the con-

tractor has been hired is ready to be done. Carl must see that the

building is constructed in the least amount of time for the least

amount of money and that the building is strong and safe for people to

use.

For Carl to do his job, he must be able to communicate very well

with his employer and the contractors hired. He uses many styles of

communication on the job. He must be able to measure materials, read

blue-prints and technical manuals, write reports to his employer and

contractors, and explain to his employer and contractors exactly what

has been done on the construction site and what has to be done. Carl

must pay close attention to detail and be able to explain this detail

to the contractor.

If Carl told a concrete contractor to pour a sidewalk of con-

crete fifty meters (50 m) long, two meters (2 m ) wide and 0.1 meter

(0.1 m) thick, do you think the contractors could calculate the

amount of concrete he would need? Hbw many cubic meters (m) would

the contractor need?

Do you think the contractor would pour the sidewalk correctly

if he were not given the measurements? What might happen? How could

Carl avoid this type of problem?
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Crane Rigger

89

Annie Naerson is a crane rigger. Not many women work in jobs such

as this. Annie's father was a construction foreman, and she learned a lot

fram him. She decided to work as a crane rigger because she enjoyed the

job and because it paid well4 She assembles pulleys and cables to move

equipment or materials on the construction site. Annie selects cables,

ropes, pulleys, winches, blocks and sheaves according to the mass and size

of the load to be moved. Sometimes her job is dangerous, and she must

wear a hard hat. Annie does her job with the aid of work orders and oral

instructions fram the foreman. She has to communicate with the crane

operator. Annie uses hand signals, walkie-talkies and the telephone to

tell the crane operator what to do

crane operator and Annie use the

"Don't do anything" rule. This

rule states that if either rigger

or crane operator does not under-

stand the message, then "don't do

anything" until it is understood.

Mat could happen if Annie gave

the crane operator a hand signal to

move a heavy load to the right and

the crane operator did something

different? Is communication impor-

tant on Annie's job?

next. On the construction site the
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Nixing-Place Foreman

When "Big" Jake Rollins goes to work, he is thinking about rock and

sand. Jake is mixing-place foreman for Ajax Concrete.

He has to be sure the right amounts of rock, sand and cement are

used to make strong concrete for buildings and highways. Before Big

Jake can begin his work he needs to know the volume and strength of the

concrete needed at the construction site. He gets his measurements fram

reading blue prints and written work orders and from oral instructions

from the construction site foreman. Good communication is important to Jake.

Jake supervises his mixing crew and tells them haw much rock, sand,

cement, and water to use for each work order. He has to be clear about

.the orders he gives to the crew. He also arranges fur the mixed concrete

to be delivered to the construction site when it is needed. Jake needs

to know a great deal abdut the type of concrete used, how much is neede0,

and when to deliver it. Big Jake depends on good lines of communication.
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Arc Welder

Horacio Wilder is an arc welder. He welds

parts together according to blue prints,

diagrams, work orders or oral instructions.

He uses an electric arc welder. He must

be able to follow directions that are

given to him. He knows about the

properties of many different types of

metals and how to weld them correctly.

91

Electricity is very important to

Horacio's job. He uses electricity to '

produce a hot arc to melt metal. To produce

a hotter arc he has to increase the amperage on the welding machines

Different types of metal melt at different temperatures. If .the tempera-

ture of the arc is too cool, then the weld will be weak and may break.

If the temperature is too hot, Horacio will melt through the metal and

ruin it. Horacio doesn't have these problems very often because he knows

his job. When he does have a problem, it's not his welding but the kind

of communication he receives from his boss about how a certain job is to

be done. Communication is important to him. If the work order he re-

ceives is correct, he may misunderstand the directions. If,the work order

is not correct, he may follow the directions but weld the metal incorrectly.

Yes, communication is Important to Horacio. He needs to be able to read,

write and understand instructions to do his job as an arc welder.
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Construction. Careers

Choose one of the careers you read about and answer these questions:

44ame of Career

(1) What types of measurements are -taken on the job?

(2) Are the measurements4taken in Metric or English units?

(3) What are some of the on-the-job activities that require you to

receive or send communications to accomplish your task?

(4) Do you need clear on-the-jcb communication to acccmplish your task?

Why or why not?
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I HOME and COMMUNITY
EB

93

HOME: The students shou1d be encouraged to talk with any member of the

extended family whose work may be associated with the construction field

about the use of measurements and the need for communication on the job.

The activity sheet "Construction Careers" may be used by the student as

an aid for this interview.
%

The students may also bring tools or pictures from books or magazines

that display the use of measurements in the c4iktructiOn field.

COMMUNITY: The students may be taken on a field trip to a construction

site to view first-hand the use of measurement skills. They may also be

asked to note the need for communication on the job.

Students who know persons who work in construction may invite them

to give a short talk about their jobs. Each student might make up a question

to ask the guest.
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EVALUATION

(4altiple Choice)

In the blank space provided at the left of each question or state-

ment, place the letter which corresponds to the best.answer for each

question or statement.

1. What career requires the hiring of contractors to do a job

on a construction site and good communication skills to tell

them what to do?

A. Construction Contractor

B. Arc Welder

C. Crane Rigger

D. Mixing-Place Foreman

2. An electric arc welder is given a work order to weld a pipe

together but is not told what the metal is or what the pipe

is used for on the job. What should the welder do with the

work order?

A. Do the work

B. Ask for more information

C. Tear the work order into pieces

D. Do the best he can.
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EVA LUATION

95

3. A crane rigger has.completed the attachment of the ropes and

pulleys to a crane which is to lift a heavy box to the top of

a building. The rigger signals the crane operator to move the

box to the left but the operator is not sure of the signal.

What should the crane operator do?'

A. Raise the box

B. Mbve the box to the left

C. Mbve the box to the right

D. Don't do anything and wait for another signal

4. Which career(s) below need good communication skills to d6

their job correctly?

A. Construction C6ntractor

B. Arc Welder

C. Crane Rigver

D. Mixing-Place Foreman

E. All of the above

S. If a mixing-place foreman receives a work order for highway

concrete needed at 3 P.M. at the ccnstruction site on

4th street, what else does the foreman need to know?

A. When it is needed (time)

B. there it is needed (location)

C. H6w much concrete is needed (volume)
4

D. What kind of concrete is needed (strength)
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EVA LUATION

Answers

Evaluation

(Multiple Choice)

In the blank space provided at the left of each question or state-

ment, place the letter which corresponds to the best answer for each

question or statement.

A 1. What career requires the hiring of contractors to do a job

128

on a construction site and good communication skills to tell

them what to do?

A. Construction Contractor

B. Arc Welder

C. Crane Rigger

D. Mixing-Place Foreman

2. An electric arc welder is given a work order to weld a pipe

together but is not told what the metal is or what the pipe

is used for on the job. What should the welder do with the

work order?

A. Do the work

B. Ask for more information

C. Tear the work order into pieces

D. Do the best he can
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EVA LUATION

,3. A crane rigger has completed the attachment of the ropes and

pulleys to a crane which is to lift a heavy box to the top of

a building. The rigger signals the crane operator to move the

box to the left but the operator is not sure of the signal.

What should the crane operator do?

A. Raise the box

B. Mbve the box to the left

C. Mbve the box to the right

D. Don't do anything and wait for another signal

4. Which career(s) below need good communication skills to do

their job correctly?

A. Construction Contractor

B. Arc Welder

C. Crane Rigger

D. Mixing-Place Foreman

E. All of the.above

5. If a mixing-place foreman receives a work order for highway

concrete needed at 3 P.M. at the construction site an

4th street, what else does the foreman need to know?

A. When it is needed (time)

B.Where it is needed(location)

C. How much concrete is needed (volume)

D. What kind of concrete is needed (strength)
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COMPONENT III

Section Two
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. Section Two

Led Look at Some Measuring Tools

Learning Objective
Given a situation that presents a problem

in construction,the student will use numerical,
relationships to solve problems, design equip-
ment, and learn the value of equipment and
its use on the job with 70% accuracy.

Domains and Levels

Cognitive: Knowledge, Comprehension,

Application, Analysis,
Synthesis, Evaluation

Affective : Receiving, Responding,
Valuing

Key Words
kilogram (kg)*

. gram (g)

meter (m)

centimeter (cm)

. square meter (m2)

. cubic meter (m3)

seesaw balance

. mass

. weight

. standard

)

'Materials
sufficient copies
narrative and its

. sufficient copies

tion
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of the
questions.

of evalua-
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IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES
Time: 1 Class

STEP I the student should have the-following requisite skills for this
activity:

(a) Knowledge of the MKS system,
(b) Ability to meavire distance, area, volume andmmass
(c) Ability to manipulate decimals.

If the students cannot successfully complete the pre-test they
will have difficulty with the activity.

STEP II By means of a short story with dialogue, /he students are pre-
sented a fictional situation in which the use of numbers and mea-
surement is important to the task. The student should also
gain the concept that equipment is valuable and should be
handled with Care. The story is divided into two parts. The
first part may be completed in the time allotted. If more time
is available, the students may,complete the second part.

STEP III - This activity is best done on an individual basis, although
the teacher may wish to read or have the students read the
story and questions aloud but allow the student to solve the
problems individually.

STEP IV Creativity is needed for some of the questions, specifically
questions 2 and 15. Students should be encouraged to use their
imagination, within reason, to solve these problems. Same

of the questions are.divergent to allow more creativity.

STEP V - At the end of the story the teacher should lead a discussion
which is related to the use of numbers on the job and the con-
servation of equipment needed to complete assigned tasks. The
following discussion questions are suggested.

(a) Does the story of Tony and Consuelo show that to do a job
in a construction career the worker has to uSe numbers?

(b) Can the knowledge gained in studying science help a person
in the construction field? Why or why not?

(c) The Use of equipment and measurement tools on the job or
at school helps,people dd the task more easily. What would
be the results if the equipment or tool were misused?

STEP VI Evaluation

STEP VII - The Home and Community section is optional and may be assigned

134
if there is sufficient time.
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I STUDENT ACTIVITY MATERIAL

(1) 100 cm.=

(2) 0.50 kg =

(3)

(4)

1.0 c.o..

meters

graTs

/ ert

.5"
CM%

Pretest

99

What is the volume of the box in

cm;5? (10

What is the area of the rectangle

Tn2? m?
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(1) 1 meter

(2) SOO grams

(3) 0.75 com;)

(4) SO m2
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Pretest Answers
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Introduction

The following story is a tall tale. It is exaggerated and funny.

It may help you to see the use of scientific principles in construction.

The Cruise

Tbe day was bright. A golden sun gleamed on the calm waters of

the Mediterranean Sea. Tony Solvo and his udfe Consuelo uere sitting

on the deck of the 1MS Algiers sunning themseives. Tony is a carpenter

and bricklayer in Naples and Consuelo is a science teacher in the public

schools. They had saved their money for years to take this cruise.

They had planned this trip in every detail, or so they thought!

Suddenly, they heard an announcement from the ship's Captain.

He called the passengers together to give them a frightening piece of

news: A volcano in Italy had just erupted causing a tremendous earth-

quake, which in turn caused a tsunami (tidal wave). It was headed straight

for the ship.
137
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Tony: Mamma mia! What can we do?

Consuelo: Tony, don't worry. Tsunamis will not harm the ship unless

we are close to land.

Just then they looked across the clear blue gleaming water and

saw an island!

Consuelo: ,Mhmma mia!

Tony: Now we are in for it.

Along with the other passengers they rushed to the nearest life

jackets and put them on as the ship's horn blasted. The tsunami was

beginning to rise out qf the sea. It approached the island and the ship

was right in the way.

Saved

101

The rolling af the waves was the first sound Consuelo heard when

she awakened on the sandy beach. As she looked around she gaw the debris

from the ship scatter 4 all over the beach. She lay there just a minute

in shock. By a miracle her hand bag was lying just a few feet away.

She recalled haw Tony used to call it a suitcase for a pack rat. Tony!

Where was he?

Consuelo: Jumping seashells! Tony! Tony!

There he Was pulling himself out of the water looking like a

drowned rat with his hair matted on'his head. Consuelo ran toward him,

relieved that he was safe.

Consuelo: Tony, Tony, I thought

Tony: What's for lunch? I'm starved.
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Consuelo hugged him as she laughed and cried at the same time.

Tony: I almost drowned saving my pet brick.

Tony then produced a shiny wet brick fram his trousers and showed

it to Consuelo. The brick was the first one he ever used on the job,

and he always carried it with him wherever he went. It had a mass of

exactly one kilogram.

Consuelo: Crazy bricklayer!

Tony:. Say, have you seen anyone else on the island?

Consuelo: No.

Tony: I think ue're alone, I overheard a member of the crew say the

Ship's radio was broken. That means

Consuelo: %le will be here for a while.

Tony: Ires, I'm afraid so.

Tony and Consuelo sat on the beach and ate candy bars that were

in the handbag. They were deci4ing what they had to do to live on the
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island alone. The island had plenty of fruit and fresh water. As they

sat there Consuelo looked through the contents of the handbag. She

found the following items:

(1) a box of No. 1 paper-clips (100 paPer clips)

(2) a 30 centimeter ruler (wood)

(3) knife

(4) string

103

Tony: I'm glad you're a pack rat!

Consuelo: These are all the tools we will need to survive. We can

measure distance, area, volume and mass with these simple tools. These

tools are very precious and cannot be replaced,so we must take care of

them to survive.

Tony: You're right. With this stuff we will have a standard to make all

of our measurements on the island.

Tony and Consuelo knew that to build anything you have to be able

to measure correctly or the construction may be faulty. Tony had the

neccessary construction skills and Consuelo knew enough science to

develop the measurement tools they would'need on the island. They both

knew the metric system and how to use math to solve problems.

Shelter

They both decided that the first thing to do was to build a shelter.

Tony decided on the following dimensions of the shelter shown On the

following page:

140
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Tony then began building the shelter out of bamboo. He first had

to measure the floor for the foundaiion of the shelter as shown below.

Floor Plan

130
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1. (a) What is the measurement on the side of the door in meters where

Tony placed a question mark?

(b) In centimeters?

Just as Tony finished measuring the floor he turned around and saw a

giant sea turtle eating the 30 centimeter ruler that Consuelo had given

him. It was their only means of accurate measure! "Consuelo is going

to be furious," he thought. "What do I do now? All I have been able

to measure accurately is the floor."

2. What can Tony do to reproduce the ruler eaten by the turtle? (Use

your imagination, but remember he can't get off the island or call

for help.)

3. Do you think Tony should have taken better care of the only ruler he

had? Why or why not?

.4. How does Tony's problem compare with other construction workers who

142

use tools and equipment on the job?
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g,4

Tony solved his problem by taking a straight piece of wood he found

on the beach from the shipwreck. He then cut the wood with a knife to

the width of the door.

5. How long was the stick he cut?

6. What does Tony believe to be true about the width of the door?

Tony then marked the stick into 100 equal parts with the knife.

7.- Eath part equals what unit in the metiic system?

8. How many equal parts would he have to mark on the stick to show

millimeters?

Tony completed his new meterstick and continued the construction

of the hut. Instead of using bricks to build the walls, he had to use

bamboo. He needed to know how much bamboo he would need to cut for all

the walls. He deciaid to measure the area of each wall and then add

oc

the areas together. Tony used his plan for the hut to measure the area

of the walls. He started with the front of the hut. This is what he

did.
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1m.

2. Sm.

4m.

.1.07

2
'Total area of frant = 4m.x 2.Sm.= 10m-

- area of the door = 1m.x 2m. = 2m2

Area of the front em2

9. What is the area of the side of the hut with the window, in square

meters (m2)?

10. What is the area of the other side of the hut (it has no window),

in square meters (m2)?

11. What is the area of the back of the hut (it has no window), in

square meters (m2)?

12. What is the total area for all of the walls, in square meters 0112)?

(Hint: use your answers to questions 9, 10, 11 and the example)

Tony was curious about the volume of bamboo that was going to be cut.

He estimated that each bamboo pole had a S cm. diameter.

13. What is the diameter of the bamboo in meters?

,144
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14. What is the approximate volume Tony will cut for the walls of the

hut in cubic meters (iO3)? Hint: Use the answer to questions 12

and 13.

Tony completed the hut, and Consuelo and he moved in that,same day.

Over Weight (Mass) and the Bad Back

Six months had passed and the two survivors had .seen no ship. The

hut had become drafty as the bamboo began to dry, crack and splinter.

Consuelo was beginning to worry about her weight (mass). Her handbag

was.an endless supply of candy bars,and it was beginning to show.

Tony, on the other hand, had decided to use the rocks around the

hut and same mud to build a rock wall for the hut to prevent drafts.

But he had a weak back and the local witchdoctor had limited him to

lifting only 25 kilograms to prevent an injury.

Both Consuelo and Tony were having a problem measuring mass. They

remembered Tony's pet l?rick weighed exactly ane kilogram and that

Consuelo had string and a box of 100 paper clips. Each paper clip has

a mass of 1 gram. They also had Bank rocks on the beach of different

size and mass along with all of the debris washed ashore fram the ship,

mostly wooden boards and tin cans.'
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15. With the materials that are on the island, how would you measure mass?

Use your imagination. Hint. 1kg. = 1000 g.

Set up a small seesaw balance and calibrate other masses from the

known masses to establish a standard.

Example: 1 paper clip

100 paper clips

= 1 gram

= 1 hectogram (find a rock)

10 hectograms (rock) = 1 kilogram (brick), and so on.

Compare your ideas with Consuelo,and Tony. They first made a smal

seesaw balance and attached tin cans to either side of the seesaw with

string sc that it would be balanced. They used a piece of drift wood

with a shAp edge as-a fulcrum.
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They knew that 1 kg.(brick) = 100 g.(paper clips) and they only

had 100 g. (paper clips). They did have a lot of rocks with different

masses. They could use rocks that equal to 190 g. (paper clips) to

reach 100 g. by using their balance.

16. How many 100 g.rocks would be needed in addition to the 100 paper

clips they had to equal 1000g?

Using many rocks to make their system of mass measurements, Tony

and Consuelo devised the following list of things that were equal:

1 kg.= 1 brick

1 kg.= 100 paper clips plus 9 small rocks

1 g. = 1 paper clip

100 g. = 1 small rock

17. What is the total amount of massJin kg.that can be measured with

the brick, 100 paper clips and a smdll rock?

Tony and Consuelo estimated that their measurements should not go

higher than SO kg. so they used large rocks that are equal to 1 kg.

18. If they could already measure up to 2 kg.with the mass they had

found, how many 1 kg.large rocks would they have to find to measure
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mass:

a total mass of SO ke

111

This is the complete table they made for their measurements of

1 kg.= a brick or large rock

1 g. = 1 paper clip

100 g. = 1 small rock

They then built a large balance shown in the picture to measure

large masses.
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.Consuelo sat in the'chair on. the balance they built and Tony placed

the masses in the basket until it was balanced.

19. Tony placed cms brick, 43 large rocks, 5 small rocks and 50 paper
-

-clips in the basket. .(a) What was Consuelo's mass in kilograms?

(b) .In grams? ...(c) Is Constielo "over mass" (overweight), as she

thought?

(a)

(b)

(c)

Cm the job, Tony knows that if he is injured he loses money. That

is why the 25,kg. limit on what,he can lift.is important. Without a_sys-
.

tem of measurement Ile may be injured. That is not good on alviiland with

a witch doctor that does not make house calls!

20. Using the mass system deyiced by the codple;lpw many large rocks

-and a brick must Tony put in the basket on the ballance to equal

25 kg?
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*
21. (a) What would happen to the balance'if Tony places-a rock less than-

25 kg. on the-ether side of the balanCe? (b) What if the rock

equals 25 (c) 'What if the rock is greater than 25 kg?

(a)

(b)

'(c)

22. How can petrsons in the constrUction industry use me'asurements of mass

on the job to help them do their jobs better?

Tony and Consuelo were rescued by a ship two days after that inci-

dent. They Had both learned that the proper use of equipment and care

of equipment affects them in many ways, on the job and off. This is the

end of our tall tale. The story and characters are fictitious, but the

lesson is one thaimay, help you if you choose a construction careeT44



Answers to Developmental Activity

(1) (a) 1.5 m.

(b) 150 cm.

,

(2) Answers will vary. Tbny coUld use the door opening which is exactly

ane meter and then subdivide this into centimeters and millimeters

marked on'the stick.

(3) Yes,he should have taken care of thd ruler-because-it was,the only

one he had,and it wasted time he could have used to construct the ,

shelter.

(4) Misuse or loss of equipment costs money and time on the job result-

ing also in poor measurements and construction.
4

(5)1 One meter

(6) He must believe the door is exactly one meter and that it was

measured cortectly.

(7) Centimeter

(')) 1000

(9) (5m.x 2.5m) .5m) = 12.25 W.

(10) (5m.x 2.5m) = 12.5 W
(11) (4m.x 2.5m) = 10.0 W

(12) 8m? 4-12.25m + 12.5m2 + 10.0W = 42.75 W
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(13) 0.05 111.

(14) 42.75m? x 0.0Sm.= 2.1375 =.2

(15) Answers may vary, but the student may have them build a simple

balance and establish a standard of measure fram the knowns.

1 paper clip = 1 gram

100 paper clips = 1 hectogram (a found rock)

10 hectograms = 1 kilOgram (brick)

, (16) 9 rocks, 100 grams each

(17) 2 ,tilograims

(18) 48 large one kilogram rocks

(19) a.. 44.35,kg.

b. 44530 g.

c. Probably not

(20) 1 br1 and 24 large rocks

(21) a. Nothing

b. It would balance

c. Raise the, weights into the air

(22) Safety is enhanced when the mass of an object is known; such know-

ledge may decrease back injuries and strain, wear and tear on

equipment from overloading.
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33-1
I HOME and COMMUNITY

'The student will ask their family members about the use of numbers

on the job, and if the handling of equipment, in the correct manner, has

-an impact on the construction field.

The students may also take a field trip to a construction site with

an interview of a carpenter, brick layer, electrician, etc. The inter-

view should be concerned with the use of numbers on-the job and the pro-

per care and 'maintenance of equipment and its impact on each interviewer's

job.
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EVA LUATION

In the space before each statement given below, place a (r) for true

or an (F) for false.

1. Knowledge gained in science helps construction workers on the

job.

2. Jobs in construction require the people to use numbers.

3. Measurement of mass on the construction site-can prevent

accidents.

4. Equipment and tools on the job are cheap and do not need any

care,

5. The measurement of distance, area and volume are not used on

construction'sites.

6. A standard measure, such as the meter, helps to build a better

building.

7. Science skills you learn in the classroom cannot help you on

the job.
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EVALUATION

1. T

2. T

3. T

4. F

S. F

6. T

F

at

Answers
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COMPONENT III
Section Three
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Section Three
'Letts Do some Measuring

Learning Objective
Given a descriptive situation retated

.to careers in c0n8 trOction,k440tudentVill
display an understanding orYKS measurement
by solving problems and describing the results
of incorrect measurements in the situation
according to the criteria the teacher esta-

blishes.

Domains and Levels

Cognitive : Knowledge, Comprehension,

Application, Analysis,
Synthesis

Affective : Receiving, Responding,
Valuing.

44(ey Words
nuclear
radiation
kilometer, km",
cubic meter, mJ
cutic centimeter,
cm'
metric ton, T
area
volume
Newton
force
gravity.

Materials
sufficient copies of acti-
vity for each student

sufficient copies of
evaluation for each student

14 6
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IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES
Time: 1 Class

STEP I - Students working on this activity should have a general know-
ledge of the MKS system of measurement including distance, area,
volume mass, force, voltage and amperage. A general introduc-
tion to Newton's-second,laW of motion may also aid the student.

STEP II - The teacher shouid introduce this activity by asking questions
to help students realize that the correct use of reasurement
in construction is essential and that the selection of a proper
MKS unit aids in the measurements. Suggested questions are as
fol ows:

a). does a construction worker use measurement?

Answer: He has to be sure the proper amount of materials
are available to perform his job. Proper measurement can
save money. Improper measurement may result in waste and

possible injury. He should also select the proper measuring
tools and unit of measurement.

b). How does an electrician use measurements?

Ansuer: He measures wires, electric voltage and current.

c). What may happen if an electrician makes the wrong measure-
ment?

Answer: The circuit may not work. The circuit may over-
heat and,burn the building, resulting in loss of
property and life.

STEP nu- The teacher may wish to read the descriptive situations included
in the activities aloud and have the class solve the problems
and present the answers orally. Further explanation and examples
may be given by the teacher. Variations in students' answers to
problems should be discussed in class. The.impact of the stU-
dent's answers on the situation should be reviewed as: "What

would happen.if your ansuer were used?"
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I STUDENT ACTIVITY MATERIAL
Nuclear Construction

Nuclear energy has

been 41 the news. Mhny people

have been concerned about the

effects of radiation and the

safety of nuclear power plants.

Mils-
- Both of these concerns can be

119

related to the construction

field. Nuclear power, plants

have to be built by people

just like you and me with the

knowledge gained in the classroom.

A nuclear power plant is made up of steel and concrete. There are

several types of power plants, but the one in this activity is called a

Pressure Water Reactor. The main part of this power plant is called a

Containment Building. This building must be made very strong and safe

to hold the nuclear reactor inside. In case of an accident, such as an

explosian.inside-the reactorupon a jet liner hitting the building, the

containment building must not be damaged. This building must meet two

needs:

1. The containment building should pfotect people,sanimals and

plants from the radiation inside.

2 The containment building should protect the reactor from the

outside environment in case of accidents, such as tornados,

earthquakes and explosians.
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The containment building is made of steel and concrete. _It takes.

about 6400 metric tons of steel reinforcing rods whith are,about 6 centi-

<

meters in diameter to build it. If you connected all of the reinforcing

rods end to end, they would be about 85 kilometeri long. About 12,500

cubic meters of cement is used in this building, 'It would take 1250

concrete trucks,carrying 10.cubic meters each to bring in all of this

concrete. Inside the containment building the walls are covered with

steel plates two centimeters thick and are welded to make the building

air tight and prevent any radiation from leaking out. Construction

workers, like the mixing-place foreman, crane riggers and arc welders,

must do a good job to insure a well-constructed building to house the

reactor.

1) If the mass of the steel used in the building is 6400 T and

1000 kg.= 1 T, how many kilograms of steel are used in this

construction?

2) If each cement truck can carry 10 cubic meters of concrete and

3 3
1 m. = 1,000;000 cm., how many cubic centimkers does-a ceMent
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truck carry on each trip?
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Big Jake is4the mixing-place foreman at the nuclear power plant.

His job requires him tomeasure the correct amount of concrete needed

on each phase of construction and sm that the concrete is mixed correctly.

Jake must be sure his measurement is correct. He must not mix too mach

or too little concrete:Jake made the measurements shown below for the

nuclear reactor pad.

Full view

Side view.

150
CM.

10
m.

Top view

Sm.

8m.

End view

From the pictures Jake drew, he needs to find the area of'A, B

& C on the full
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3) What is the area oi A in'm2.?

4) What is the area of B in m2?

What is the area of C in m2?

3
6) Jake now needs to find the volume in m of the largest concrete block.

What is the volume?

7) Jake then solved for the volume of the smaller cement blockin m3.

What did he.find?
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8) yhat i the total volume Jake will need to mix in concrete to pour

the nuclear reactor pad?

1.

9) Haw many cement trucks will he need to deliver the cement if each

truck carries about 10 m
3
of concrete? Does the last truck carry

.a full load of concrete?

The crane rigger, Annie N1cFerson, has the responsibility of moving

all the concrete delivered to the nuclear power plant. She works with

the crane operator to hoist the concrete with a large carrying bucket

from the delivery truck to the pouring site. The buckets are attached-

to the crane by a cable. The cable ha'S been tested to withstand a

force of 25,000 newtons (n). The bucket Annie will use on the job can

hold 2 cubic meters of concrete.
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Annie knows that one cubic meter of concrete has a mass of 1300 kg.

and-she knows Newton's"2nd law which says:

Force (n) = Nhss (kg.) times Gravity (10m./sec?)

166

Using Newton's 2nd law, Annie found

the following information about 1m3

of concrete.

Force (n) = 1300 kg. x 10 m/sec2

Force of 1 m
3

= 13000 n.

Annie now knows that 1 cubic meter

of concrete is equal to a force of

13,000 newtons. Since 13,000 n. is less that 25,000 n. the cable will not break.

10). What is the force in newtons of the cement if 2 m3. are placed in the

buckee= (Hint: 1 m. = 1300 kg)

11). Will the cable break if Annie loads the bucket with 2 TO of concrete?

"
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An arc welder works on DC current and produces very hot tempera-

tures. It works wry similar to a copper wire attached to both poles

on a battery. The wire gets very hot due toLthe DC current in the

battery and looks similar to the sparkler used an holidays. The arc

welder is a little more complicated. The flow of the.efectricity,

amperage, can be controlled to increase the heat on the electrode.

The electrode looks like a soda straw.but is made of metal which gets

hot and melts, like the copper wire on a battery. Miguel's machine has

a constant voltage so he doesn't think much about that when he is weld-

ing. Miguel can change the amperage on his welder, and he does this

to correct for the size of electrode he is using on the weld. Elec-
.

trodes are measured in millimeters across their diameter.

125

5 4m,rm .

ekcT".1...

The larger the diameter of the electrode, the more amperage is needed.'

Miguel uses the graph shown beldw to find the amperage he must use. If the

amperage is too high the electrode will melt quickly or if too low it will

melt slowly. Both conditions will cause an improper weld.
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amperes

250 -

200

150

100.-

0 1 2 3 4 5

diameter of electrodes (mm.)

Miguel had a four millimeter electrode, so he used the graph to find

the amperage he needs to use. He decided that the amperage should be aboUt

140 amperes to make the correct weld.

14. What amperages should he use for the following sizes of electrodes?

168

A
electrode diameter I amperage

prim.
5.3 mm.
2.4 mm.
4.5 mm.

15),. What could happen at the nuclear power plant if Miguel did not use

the correct amperage for an electrode?



Nuclear Construction
Answer Key

1) 6,400,000 kg

2) 10,000,000 cm
3

3) 10m x = 50 m2

4) Sm x .2m.= 10 m
2

2
5) 2m x .75m.= 1.5 m.

6) V = 10m x 5m x 1.5m = 75 m

7) V = 2m x .75m x 3 m
3

8) V = 75m3 + 3m3 = 78 m3 (total)

9) Eight trucks with the last truck carrying only 8 m
3.

No

10. Force (n)
n'

11. Yes

2(1300 kg) x 10m/sec
2

= 26,000 n

12. Mass (kg) = 25,000 n

20m/sec
2

= 2500 kg

13. Yes. The measurement of force and mass enables Annie to make
decisions about the capacities of the equipment and its safe

operation.

14. What amperages should he use for the following sizes of electrodes?

A
electrode diameter amperage

2.0 unt. about 50,
....

5.3 mm.

.

about 200

2.4 um , about 75

4.5 mm. about 160

15. The weld would be defective and a radiation leak may occur.
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HOME and COMMUNITY
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The students may ask members of their family about the use of mea-

surement on the job and what would be the results of an incorrect mea-

surement. If members of the family do not deal with construction, the

use of measurement can be extended to measurements relating to cooking,

automobile speed or any application in which an improper measuiement.

may result in an unwanted outcome.

The students may ask their neighbOrs or other members Of the com-

munity about the use of measurement and its importance. A speaker

from local engineering groups or construction firms can be asked to

0

discuss measurements done on the job and show how errors have resulted

in problems in construction.
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EVALUATION
0

.1) Big Jake received a new order for concrete on tfie nuclear power Olant.

He must be sUre he has enough concrete to pour ana not run out. He

makes the following measurements-below.

1

a). What is the volume in m3 of concrete Jake will need?

b). What can happen if Jake does not make the correct measurements?

2 . Annie is rigging a crane to lift steel reinforcing rods to the top

of the nuclear power plant. The cable she has on the crane will

lift 50,000 n of force. Each steel rod has a force of 10,000 n. What

is the maximum number of steel rods she can hoist by the crane?

hhat may happen if Annie places too many steel rods on the crane?
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EVA LUATION
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3). Miguel was welding the steel panels in the nuclear containment

building and ran out of the small diameter electrodes. He started

using a large diameter electrode but did not correct the welder for

the proper amperage. What may be the results of Miguel's mistake?

172

ANSWERS

31). a). V = (3m. x lm. x 4m.) + (lm. x lm. x lm.) = 13m.

b). One of two conditions exists:too much concrete is produced
and wasted, 2) not enough concrete is produced and the job
is faulty as a result.

2). What is the maximum number of steel rods she can hoist by the
crane?

(5,000 t 10,000 = 5 steel rods)

What may happen if Annie places too many steel rods on the
crane?

The cable may break and someone may be injured.

3). An inproper weld will result and radiation contamination
result in the future.
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